& Your Pronouns:

Exerting Yourself…
Empathetically:
To study and understand a person.

Your Goal
Your goal in the game is to see your wizardous master into and/or
out of danger.

Your Qualities
{{ I’m fervently devoted to my wizardous master.
{{ I’m tireless in vigilance.
{{ I’m unflinching in will.
{{ I’m flexible in instruction and exacting in obedience.

= Your Rating -1, min 1

Magically:
You can’t exert yourself magically, but you are able to exert
yourself empathetically or violently upon magical forces,
creatures, and entities, which other people can’t normally do.
Mentally:
To study and grasp a situation’s nuances.

{{ I’m tastefully formed, not grotesque.

= Your Rating

{{ I could pass, appropriately attired, in forgiving light, for human.
{{ I have superhuman strength, speed, flexibility, and endurance.
{{ My appetites are both modest and seemly.

Physically:
Against the mass and momentum of an
uncooperative or unsensible thing.
= Your Rating +2, max 5

{{ I really truly probably don’t have anything wrong with me.

Your Rating:

Subtly:
To pass through your environment unnoticed
or to take action unremarked.
= Your Rating +1, max 5

Achievements & Belongings
Violently:

Against an Enemy.
= Your Rating +2, max 5

Rules of Play
To start a session: Follow the wizard’s lead. Help them find 2 volunteers
and choose a starting circumstance, if you like.
Your goal: Your goal in the game is to see your wizardous master into
and/or out of danger.
The fundamentals of the game:
1. Ask the volunteers questions.
2. Make the leap to action.
3. Look for opportunities to exert yourself.
To roll: roll a single 6-sided die and compare it with your exertion’s rating.
If you roll your rating or under, it’s a hit and your roll stands. If you roll
over your rating, it’s a miss and your roll doesn’t matter.
The wizard has the rules for interpreting your rolls, which they should
share with you.

Submit to Circumstance:
Instead of exerting yourself, just trying
to come out on your feet.
= Your Rating

Notes, Modifiers & Exceptions:

A Wizard’s Impeccable Servant

Your Name:

